Dear all,
Assalam Alaykum
Can I draw your attention to a very good source for the latest new daily interesting studies/articles/reports
which I do get every day from the western and medical and social media and I do send it after to Hizbul
Ulama in London/UK who do publish it .
You will see it all on the Home page of the website of Hizbul Ulama which is: www.hizbululama.org.uk
I am grateful to Hizbul Ulama for honouring me in putting many of what I send them on their website and
helping us in Da'wa and education to the Muslims everywhere.
Also if you look on the right of the Home page, you will see Categories, in the middle: UPDATES FROM DR
ABDUL MAJID KATME
Similar list in a way.
Some of my new own articles are included in this big list of news in both sides.
I still have a lot more stored with me and not published yet!
The reports/ studies and articles are:
Health/medical/social/ethical/scientific/religious/Muslim affairs and reports...ALL PROOVING THAT ISLAM IS THE
RIGHT FINAL RELIGION
And that the final Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) was truly the Prophet of ALLAH:
ON HEALTH/MEDICAL/SCIENTIFIC/SOCIAL and ECONOMIC grounds....
PLEASE ANY ONE FEEL FREE TO TAKE AND MAKE USE OF ANY OF THESE DAILY REPORTS AND STUDIES
IN WRITING ARTICLES/GIVING TALKS IN THE MOSQUES/FRIDAY PRAYERS OR TO DISCUSS IT ON radios or
TVs....
Also: Any one is free to take or publish any or all these interesting new daily articles/reports or studies to
put it on your own website.
I am available all the times for interviews in order to discuss any of these articles/reports and studies and to
give the Islamic view/perspective on any.
Also, please see my new 3 websites ,which are partly done/not full yet, and which can be useful to you:
www.halaltayyibmeat.com
www.prolifemuslims.com
www.islamicmedicalassociation.com
Thank you
Wassalam Alaykum
Dr Abdul Majid Katme(MBBCh,DPM)
-Spokesman: Islamic Medical Association/UK
-Weekly TV broadcaster on a Muslim satellite(Somali channel)
-Weekly radio broadcaster on a global international Muslim radio(Channel Islam International:CII)
-Medical researcher/Spokesman on the humane Prophetic method of Dhabh(animal slaughter) /without any
stunning, for a TRUE HALAL MEAT
-Leader of the PRO-LIFE Muslim campaign in the UK/UN for the Sanctity of life(against abortion,Assisted suicide
and Euthanasia)
- Muslim Coordinator to the Society for the Protection of Unborn Children(SPUC)
-Leading the Muslim campaign against the haram ingredients and the harmful chemicals in vaccines
My tel nos are:
07944 240 622 or 0208 345 6220
E-mail address: akatme@hotmail.com

